
Actions as nature-based solutions

landscape element

green 
landscape
element

grey
landscape
element

blue
landscape
element

is composed of

green-blue infrastructure element

is a thing that is composed of at-least 1
green landscape element or is 
composed of at-least 1 blue landscape 
element

ecosystem
service

provides 
ecosystem 

service

urban forest

is a thing that is a tree and/or is 
composed of tree or is a thing that is
composed of something that is 
composed of tree and/or is composed 
of row of tree and/or is composed of 
group of tree

grouping
principle

morphological
attribute

physical
attribute

functional
attribute

institutional 
attribute

species diversity ecosystem 
service

physical
location

High

green-blue 
infrastructure

element

parks and gardens

is a thing that has physical location 
ground-based location and is 
composed of green-blue infrastructure 
element and is composed of grey 
landscape element or is a thing that is
a treed area that has area lower than
or equal to 5000m²

forest

is a thing that is a treed area and has
size greater than 5000m²

historical park

is a parks and gardens and has 
management intensity High and 
provides ecosystem service 
Heritage-Value

railroad bank

is a thing that has physical location 
ground-based location and is 
composed of green landscape element 
and is adjacent to Railroad track

institutional
accessibility

Public

Semi-Public

Private

house garden

is a thing that has physical location
ground-based location and is 
composed of green-blue infrastructure 
element and is adjacent to private 
house and has institutional 
accessibility Private and 
has entitlement Restricted-Private

riparian forest

is a forest that is adjacent to 
stream and/or is adjacent to river and 
is affected by Flooding

grey
landscape
element

building
network 

infrastructure 
element

squarestreettrack

Railroad track

Tram track

single tree

is a tree that has grouping Solitary

green 
landscape
element

types of 
vegetation

tree

row of tree

is a thing that is composed of tree 
and has grouping Linear-Group

group of tree

is a thing that is composed of tree 
and has grouping Clustered-Group

shrub

single street tree

is a single tree that has physical 
location Ground-Based and is 
adjacent to street

ornamental tree

is a single tree that provides 
ecosystem service Aesthetical-Value

tree alley

is a thing that is composed of at least 
2 row of trees and has physical 
location Ground-based and is 
adjacent to street

grove

is a group of trees that
has physical location Ground-based 

grass
woody

vegetation

non-woody
vegetation

nbs

is a thing that provides ecosystem 
service at-least 1 ecosystem service

blue
landscape
element

permanent body
of standing

water
watercourse

canalstreamriverpondlake

survivor tree

is a single tree that provides 
ecosystem service Heritage-Value

veteran tree

is a single tree that provides 
ecosystem service Habitat-
Provisioning

wetlands

canopy
cover

physical
process

phenomenon

Flooding

ecosystem 
service

provisioning 
service

regulation and 
maintenance 

service
cultural
service

Infiltration

Aesthetical value

Heritage value

supporting
service

Habitat provisioning

fruit tree

Education

management
intensity

hedge

is a thing that has grouping 
Linear-Group and that is composed of 
tree and has management intensity 
High and/or is composed of shrub 

Active 
Recreational Use

recreation

Passive 
Recreational Use

Mixed
Recreational Use

paths

object
feature

grave

bench

sports
field

playground

fitness
equipment

skate
park

provides 
ecosystem 

service
Passive

Recreational Use

provides 
ecosystem 

service
Active

Recreational Use

provides 
ecosystem 

service
Active

Recreational Use

provides 
ecosystem 

service
Active

Recreational Use

provides 
ecosystem 

service
Active

Recreational Use

process
phenomenon

has mature 
height

double

tree

has 
height

double

has trunk 
circumference double

has crown 
area doublehas crown 

base

double

has crown
volume

double

has leaf
area index

double

has leaf area
density

double

thing
thing

is adjacent to
is fully enclosed by

is enclosed by
is part of

is affected by

forest tree

is a tree that has
mature height 
greather than 5.

non-forest tree

is a tree that has
mature height 
lower than or 
equal to 5.

Food production

orchard

is a thing that has physical location 
ground-based location and is a thing 
that is composed of fruit tree and
has grouping two-dimensional 
grouping 

provides 
ecosystem 

service
Food production

object grouping

Clustered-Group

Regular-Grid

two-dimensional
grouping

Solitary Linear-Group

Regular-Pattern

one-dimensional
grouping

zero-dimensional
grouping

physical
location

location not 
associated with

a support structure

location 
on support
structure

location
on building

Ground-based

On pergola

On balcony

On roof

ground-based 
location

On facade

Irregular-Pattern Plant propagation

Low

Not managed

Timber productionobject grouping

Elevated

Average

Low or Monoculture

regular patterns

green-blue 
infrastructure

element

green-blue 
infrastructure

element

green-blue 
infrastructure

element

Forests as natural and semi-natural areas
Forests and types of GBI derived from the forest class.

Urban food forest, nurseries, and forest plantations
Orchards, plantations, and nurseries.

Urban green areas
Parks, and gardens, and other types of urban green areas.

Types of GBI associated with urban networks
GBI elements that are associated with urban networks, particularly, transportation.

Grouping principles

CLEARING HOUSE Typology of Urban-Forests as Nature-Based Solutions

Object grouping Physical location and topology
Ecosystem services

Landscape elements and overarching concepts Green landscape elements and trees Blue landscape elements Grey landscape elements

nursery

is a thing that is composed of at least 
one type of vegetation and provides 
ecosystem service Plant Propagation

forest plantation

is a thing that has physical location 
ground-based location and is 
composed of tree that has grouping
regular patterns and has species
diversity Low Or Monoculture and 
has management intensity High

     Tree traits

User

CLEARING HOUSE UF-NBS typology: Use Cases

Define
UF-NBS

types and ac�ons

Embed
defined UF-NBS and their
taxonomical rela�onships

within a defini�on of
overarching concepts

includes

Devise a systema�c
taxonomy of 

UF-NBS

includes

The urban forest concept, Urban Forests as Nature-Based Solutions, and landscape elements as building blocks of green-blue infrastructure elements

Grouping principles: Morphology (form), physical attributes, function, and institutional attributes

Types of green-blue infrastructure elements

riverbank green

is a thing that has physical location 
ground-based location and is 
composed of green-blue infrastructure 
element and is adjacent to 
watercourse

cemetery

is a thing that has physical location 
ground-based location and is 
composed of green-blue infrastructure 
element and is composed of 
at-least 1 grave

green-blue 
infrastructure

element

Other types of GBI
Other types of urban green areas with specific purposes, or services provided.

green roof

is a thing that has physical location 
On Building Roof and is composed 
of at least one green landscape 
element

green-blue 
infrastructure

element

GBI associated with buildings and support structures
Types of GBI associated with building structures (3D green).

green wall

is a thing that has physical location 
On Building Facade and is composed 
of at least one green landscape 
element

balcony green

is a thing that has physical location 
On Balcony and is composed of at 
least one green landscape element

atrium

is a thing that is fully enclosed by 
nothing but building and is composed 
of at least one green landscape 
element

building 
associated

green

is part of Building

is part of Building

is part of Building

is part of Building

network 
associated

green 

street
trees

Additional assertions

network associated green

is a green-blue infrastructure element
that is adjacent to network 
infrastructure element

building associated green

is a green-blue infrastructure element
that is part of a building

street trees

is a single street tree and/or is a thing 
that is composed of tree and is 
adjacent  to street and/or is a thing 
that is composed of row of tree and is 
adjacent to street and/or is a thing that 
is composed of group of tree and 
is adjacent to street

has canopy coverdouble

uf-nbs

is a thing that is a nbs and that is 
urban forest and/or addresses 
urban forest

nbs-action

involvesnbs-action
Types of actions

implementation 
action

restoration 
action

management 
action

has intended outcome

seeks 
provisioning

of

seeks 
improvement

of

seeks 
maintenance

of

permeable pavement

is a street that provides 
ecosystem service 
Infiltration and Pollution 
removal and Runoff 
regulation

has area doublespatial 
entity

engineered 
element

aims at

sealing

Paved

Unpaved

green verge

is a thing that has physical location 
ground-based location and is 
composed of grass and/or is 
composed of shrub and/or is 
composed of ornamental tree and is 
adjacent to network infrastructure 
element

lawn

is a grass that has management
intensity High and provides 
ecosystem service Aesthetical
Value and recreation 

meadow

is a grass that has management
intensity Low and provides
ecosystem service Habitat 
Provisioning and Biodiversity
Conservation

Biodiversity conservation

urban park

is a parks and gardens that is 
composed of at-least one lawn 
and has institutional accessibility 
Public and has entitlement 
Unrestricted-Public

Water purification Runoff regulation

Legend
Sublass relationship
Derived/Equivalent
Object property is composed of

Instance of

tree

Solitary

Class

Individual (instance)

Datatype property
with data type

has area double

contributes to: Transpiration

provides ecosystem service: 
Regulation or air temperature and humidity

provides ecosystem service: Active recreational use
provides ecosystem service: Passive recreational use

provides ecosystem service: Mixed recreational use

is enclosed by building
has physical location On building roof

has physical location On building facade

is part of: building

is composed of

provides ecosystem service

provides ecosystem
service

private house multistorey
building

neighbourhood green space

is a thing that is composed of green-
blue infrastructure element and is 
adjacent to multistorey building and 
has institutional accessibility either 
Public or Semi-Public

Scientific value

interaction with
nature

Social cohesion

Place attachment

allotment garden

is a thing that has physical location 
ground-based location and is 
composed of edible plant and is 
composed of grey landscape element 
and has institutional accessibility 
Semi-Public and has entitlement 
Restricted-Private

water flow
regulation

treed area

is a thing that has physical location 
ground-based location and is 
composed of tree that has-grouping  
two-dimensional grouping and has 
canopy cover greater than 50%

pollutants
removal

Air purification

vegetated pergola

is a thing that has physical location
On Pergola and is composed of at 
least one green landscape element

Air purification

Regulation of air
temperature and

humidity

Regulation of air
temperature and 

humidity

contributes to

Regulation of air
temperature and

humidity

Food production

provides 
ecosystem 

service
recreation

botanical garden

is a parks and gardens that has 
species diversity High and provides 
ecosystem service Education and has
management intensity High

provides 
ecosystem 

service
Food production

urban food forest

arboretum

is a thing that has physical location 
ground-based location and is 
composed of tree and has species 
diversity Elevated and provides
ecosystem service Education

provides 
ecosystem 

service
Timber production

has 
planting

conditionssealing

Non-timber forest products

Timber production

Non-timber forest
products

Equivalence

floodplain
forest

plantation
forest

activity

Watering

Shrub planting

Monitoring

Restoration

Construction

afforestation

is a thing that aims-at spatial entity and involves 
Tree-Planting and seeks provisioning of ecosystem 
service and seeks implementation of forest and/or 
seeks implementation of forest-plantation 

wetland construction

is a thing that aims-at a spatial entity and involves 
Construction and seeks provisioning of ecosystem
service and seeks implementation of wetland

nbs
seeks 

implementation
of

margin

courtyard green

is a thing that has physical location 
ground-based and is composed of 
green-blue infrastructure element and 
is composed of grey landscape 
element is enclosed by multistorey 
building and has institutional 
accessibility either Selective or 
Private and has entitlement either 
Restricted-Collective or 
Restricted-Private 

thing

has physical 
location

physical
location

Potted

entitlement 
of use

Restricted-Collective

Restricted-Private

community garden

is a thing that is composed of edible 
plant and has entitlement 
Restricted-Collective

provides 
ecosystem 

service
Aesthetical value

provides ecosystem service

ecosystem 
service

reforestation

is a thing that aims-at forest and/or aims-at a forest
plantation and involves Tree-Planting and seeks 
improvement of ecosystem-service

wetland restoration

is a thing that aims-at wetland and involves 
Restoration and seeks improvement of ecosystem
service

orchard restoration

is a thing that aims-at orchard and involves 
Restoration and seeks improvement of ecosystem
service

enrichment planting

is a thing aims-at green-blue infrastructure element 
and involves planting-activity and seeks improvement
of Biodiversity Conservation

planting
activity

Tree planting

Pruning

species
diversification

tree monitoring

is a thing that aims-at single tree and involves 
Monitoring and seeks maintenance of ecosystem
service

forest monitoring

is a thing that aims-at urban forest and involves 
Monitoring and seeks maintenance of ecosystem
service

tree pruning

is a thing that aims-at single tree and involves 
Pruning and seeks maintenance of ecosystem
service

tree watering

is a thing that aims-at single tree and involves 
Watering and seeks maintenance of ecosystem
service

Selective

Unrestricted-Public

historical 
garden

wood

is of genus

tree genera

tree species is of 
species

greening

is a thing is a thing that involves planting activity and 
aims-at spatial-entity that is not and that is not forest
not forest-plantation and is a thing that either seeks 
provisioning of ecosystem-service and seeks 
implementation of something that is not forest and 
is not forest-plantation or that seeks improvement 
of ecosystem-service 

forest conservation

is a thing that aims-at forest and/or forest-plantation  
and seeks maintenance of ecosystem service

Shrub planting

pest 
control

Application of pesticides

Biological pest control

pest management

is a thing that aims-at single tree and involves 
Watering and seeks maintenance of ecosystem
service

activity

Carbon sequestration

Evaporation

Transpiration

Photosynthesis

Shading

anonymous entity

carbon storage and
sequestration

provides ecosystem service

provides 
ecosystem 

service

Evapotranspiration

carbon 
sequestration 
and storage

Carbon storage

provides ecosystem service

Evaporation

Transpiration

Photosyntesis

Shading

contributes to
edible plant

is a type of vegetation that
provides ecosystem service
Food Production

thing
contributes to process 

phenomenon

contributes to

provides ecosystem service

provides ecosystem
service

contributes to: Evaporation

provides ecosystem service: 
Regulation or air temperature and humidity

contributes to: Shading

provides ecosystem service: 
Regulation or air temperature and humidity

contributes to: Photosynthesis

provides ecosystem service: Carbon sequestration
provides ecosystem service: Carbon storage

see also (non-
formal indication)


